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DJ INAKY GARCIA - Biography

A native of Ibiza with more than 15
years of experience in music, ex-resident of El Divino Ibiza, Pacha Ibiza
and other high-class clubs of the island
and across the world, DJ Iñaky Garcia
inflames dancefloors with his positive
energy and fills them with the inimitable atmosphere of his home island.
Combining in his work various musical
styles, such as soulful, house, funky
house, deep and tech house, the dj
skillfully mixes popular tracks,
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continuously improvising and experimenting with the sound.

His absolute mastery of music and exceptional talent have already been appreciated by clubbers in Argentina, Columbia, Italy, Switzerland, Russia and the
USA. His vast experience includes working with such well-known dj’s as Louie
Vega, Roger Sánchez, Carl Cox, David Morales, as well as participating in parties of Hed Kandi, Defected Records, Soul Heaven and others.
One of the most important achievements of his career is the remix of ¨Missing¨ by Everything but the Girl; his version made it into the top ten in Spanish charts soon after its release in the summer of 2010. Thanks to his hard
work and his deep love for music, DJ Iñaky Garcia had been presented several
awards, including ¨The Best Ibiza Resident¨ in 2005.
His musical achievements are his productions with music labels and djs like
George Morel with the track SA-MAKASY, edited by GROOVE ON RECORDS
music label. Another theme is TAMSTHER- PRINCES OF VALENCIA 2011 (SUMA
RECORDS) – his teamwork with Luis Pitti. Moreover, he made a remix of the
song “Missing” by Everything But The Girl, which was in the top 10 on national
radio stations for more than 1 month in summer of 2010.
In 2011 he becomes an international resident of Pacha Moscow and works with
national and international music labels in various music styles and releasing
remixes for the best djs in house,
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deep house and latin house music like ALFRED AZZETTO (Rule 5 ), JAMIE LEWIS
( PURPLE MUSIC ), KING STREET SOUND, OSCAR P. (Open Bar), LUIS PITTI
(SUMA RECORDS), J&M BROTHERS, VICMOREN (PERCEPTION MUSIC), GEORGE
MOREL(GROOVE-ON-RECORDS).JORDI SOLER ( HOLECHEESE RECORDS )
Continuously between ibiza and Russia, where in 2014 begins his new stage
winter in PACHA ROSA KHUTOR, while organizing the summer with his great
companion MIGUEL VIZCAINO.
His career as a music producer increases thanks to the collaboration of MISTERALF and singer SANDY SOUL.

This summer 2014 you can find it in the best clubs of Ibiza and Europe as each
season
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More Infos:

www.secondsungroup.com

